IGNITE THE NIGHT
COLORADO SPRINGS

Are you an entrepreneur developing a technology that is addressing a real-world problem? Have you thought about how that technology may also be a potential solution for some of NASA’s challenges? Don’t miss the opportunity to present your technology in your own community at Ignite the Night, a NASA iTech event near you.

The top presenter earns a position as one of 25 semifinalists for the current NASA iTech cycle. This placement ensures evaluation of your technology by NASA’s Center Chief Technologists and increases your chance of being selected as one of the top 10 finalists presenting at the 2020 Cycle II Forum in Tinton Falls, New Jersey.

Register now to compete or attend a NASA iTech event!
www.nasaitech.org

FOCUS AREAS
Power Generation / Energy
Integrated Photonics
Advanced Engineered Materials
Miniaturized Systems
X-Factor Innovations

April 1, 2020
5 - 7 PM MDT

The Broadmoor
1 Lake Avenue
Colorado Springs, CO 80906

SUBMIT AN IDEA DEADLINE: MARCH 6, 2020